The increase of digital data between content's servers and clients in a network causes congestion problems when downloading big web contents including files, streaming media, etc. The problem becomes pronounced when a narrow bandwidth or unexpected termination of streaming services is appeared. Content Delivery Network (CDN) is introduced to overcome such problems by redirect client's request to the best server which proximal and least loaded. However, with intensity increase of people accessing a particular content, the performance of CDN is reduced and sometimes congested. We propose an architecture to solve such problems with a new method to redirect client's request through a special router called Service-oriented Router (SoR). In this paper, several analytical studies and experiments have been conducted and the result show that router-based redirection is more effective than DNS-based redirection that is currently being used. SoR has been introduces as a content-based router and has capability to do deep packet inspection (DPI) into the packet streams and analyze them. We use SoR in our proposed method as a CDN's core-router to redirect client's request to the best server. Our experiment conducted with model and numerical analytic supported by optimal redirection probability based on delay between router and server. The experiment result confirmed that the router-based redirection reduced the response time by 23.3% compared to the DNSbased redirection.
Introduction
More efficient content delivery over the web has become an important element of improving web performance. Content Distribution network (CDNs) have been proposed to maximize bandwidth, improve accessibility, and maintain correctness through content replication. With CDNs, content is distributed to cache servers located close to users, resulting in fast, reliable applications and web services for the users [1] . In order to guarantee the performance of browsing experience to user even during such overload condition, web content providers are increasingly off-loading the task of content placement and distribution to CDN such as Akamai [2] , Limelight Networks [3], or Mirror Image [4] . With hundreds to thousands of servers, a large CDN has capability to provide identical content to many users efficiently and reliably. When a specific web page, video, file, or program is requested by a user, the best server is dynamically determined for eliminating the load of the main server. This distribution method optimizes the throughput of content's delivery to the users.
Fig 1: A proposed method. CDN with router-based redirection where regular router is replaced by Serviceoriented Router (SoR)
The definition of best server varies depending on the type of content. In general, there are two types of content in internet, namely static content or dynamic content [5] . Static content, such as images, videos, text, or pdf files are most accessible content. For this type of content, the best server is the one closest to the user. The definition of closest server is could be one which is the minimum number of hops. Network hops could be defined as the number of routers present in the path between client and server. The closest server could also be defined as the server which has the maximum network bandwidth. Alternatively, closest server could also be defined as the server with minimum network latency, or the server with lower response time and minimum server loads.
The key objective of CDN is to increase the availability of the hosted sites and to reduce the end-to-end response time between clients and servers. On reducing response time, CDNs take two approaches: (i) content placement, which involves placing the content closer to clients; (ii) request redirection, which involves forwarding client's request to the best server, including selection of the best server that can serve the requests [6, 7] . In this paper, the method of request redirection is described, including the selection of the best server defined by minimum network delay or minimum load request processing server or combination of both parameters.
Request redirection method can be classified as either clientside or server-side redirection on the basis of the point in a request's execution where the redirection decision is made [5] . A client-side redirection is one method where the client's request is redirected to a server by a client-side proxy or edge server as used in Akamai [8] . Client-side redirection is often called as DNS-based request redirection [9] . On the other hand, a server-side redirection [10] is a method where the request could be first sent to an initial destination server via existing DNS-based redirection, then the redirector in initial destination cluster redirects the request to the best server, which could be in either the local or the other cluster. Since it still uses a DNS resolving address in the initial process, the Server-side approach is still adopt the DNS-based redirection method.
In this paper, a new request redirection method is proposed where the request is redirected to a best server by Serviceoriented Router (SoR), which act as both regular router and redirector. SoR is a router that has capability to interact with services, and provide it to clients by using a defined application program interface (API) [11, 12, 13] . SoR can observe traffic data streams, do deep packet inspection (DPI) to the packet payload as well as packet header, and store the designated data in its database. We proposed a router-based request redirection where the mechanism is described as depicted in figure 1 . When a cluster client send request for a particular content or destination, SoR#1 as edge-SoR or the nearest SoR to client do DPI to the packet. Next, SoR redirect the request to the best server according to its database. The data stored in database are collected and synchronized through a communication protocol between SoRs. The key objective of router-based redirection is to minimize end-to-end client delay by determining the best surrogate server whether the total latency is minimized by redirecting request to another server or served in the initial server. In particular, client requests could be first routed to initial best server as listed in SoR database. Upon arrival at the initial server, related SoRs uses a minimization response-time algorithm to determine whether to redirect to request to another server or initial server. Therefore, compared to DNS-based redirection, in SoR there is no DNS resolving address mechanism and hence reduce the total delay.
In this paper, a simple analytical model is developed to characterize the effect of router-based redirection on end-toend total delay. M/M/1 queuing networks model is used refer to Jackson networks [14] with related arrival and service rate. This analytical model allow us to perform a systematic performance evaluation of the benefits afforded by the perrequest router-based redirection method. An example finding by this model is that for any client requests, since every SoR communicate each other and updated each database, edge-SoR is aware for the request and directly forward the request to the best server, based on its database list. This shows that a routerbased redirection method can achieve better performance than DNS-based redirection which not obtain a long delay resolving server address.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a motivation and related work about modeling and request redirection in CDN, while section 3 describes the Service-oriented Router. Further in section 4 a system architecture of clusters for router-based redirection is explained, and develop an M/M/1 queuing networks model refer to Jackson networks to study the architecture and section 5 present numerical studies of the redirection probability of requests forwarded to the best server and the expected response time under varying system scenarios. Section 7 provides a discussion. Finally, section 8 concludes the research with prospective future works.
MOTIVATION & RELATED WORK

Minimizing response time in CDN via DNS-based Request Redirection
CDNs are the network system which delivers contents to users from the edges of the network, and designed to improve two performance metric: response time and system throughput [7] . Response time usually reported as a cumulative distribution of latencies which important for clients, and represent as the CDN's performance parameter. System throughput is the average number of request that can be satisfied per second. As depicted in Figure 2 , refer to DNS-based redirection method, CDNs reduces the response time by obtaining content from the nearest server (path 3) where the server address is resolved from DNS-server (path 2) compared to obtaining content from the origin (path 1).
Fig 2:
A General CDN Scenario. Content is replicated to the edge server by DNS-based request redirection DNS (domain name system) is a distributed database containing records of name-to-address mapping system spread across a semi-static hierarchy of servers. Each record has a time-to-live (TTL) value that controls how long it will be cached [15] . In CDN infrastructure, DNS (dns-based redirection) is used to find the best server for a particular client's request. When the DNS-based redirection is used for the best server selection, the decision is based on the nameserver's identity, not the client's. Thus when clients and nameservers are not proximal, the DNS-based redirection method may lead to poor decisions. In addition for using DNSbased to select the best server, it requires name resolution caching to be disabled by setting TTL values to zero or very small. Small TTL values allow fine-grained load balancing and rapid response to the changes in the server or network load, but it makes clients to contact the authoritative name server for every name resolution request. This phenomenon increases web access latency and may cause congestion.
Furthermore, in DNS-based redirection method, the clients should obtain the IP address beforehand when contacting servers, then DNS traffic consumes some degrees of the bandwidth from the internet backbone, thus the time taken for connection initiation is comparatively high. This condition require a long response time when accessing the content. Therefore, minimizing the amount of DNS traffic in a network will result in effective traffic of the network. Figure 3 illustrates how a client typically finds the address of the best server using DNS-based redirection method [9] . The client application uses a resolver to make a recursive query to its local nameserver. The local nameserver may be configured statically in a system file, or dynamically using protocols like DHCP or PPP. After making the request, the client waits as the local nameserver iteratively tries to resolve the name www.example.com. The local nameserver first sends an iterative query to the root to resolve the name (steps 1 and 2), but since the subdomain example.com has been delegated, the root server responds with the address of the authoritative nameserver for the sub-domain, i.e., ns.example.com (step 3). The client's nameserver then queries ns.example.com and receives the IP address of www.example.com (steps 4 and 5). Finally the nameserver returns the address to the client (step 6) and the client is able to connect to the server (step 7). Based on figure 3, in DNS-based redirection method, it needs 7 steps to find the address of the best server. This shows that the router-redirection (figure 1) has more effective method, where the address of the best server is already listed before the client send requests. Moreover, in DNS-based redirection method, users should get the IP address beforehand when contacting servers, then DNS traffic consumes the bandwidth of the internet backbone at some degrees, thus the time taken to connection initiation is comparatively high. This condition require a long response time when accessing the content. Our study about the DNS traffic in SINET [16] , the largest Internet backbone for academics and public organizations in Japan, showed that 13.6% of the traffic is occupied by DNS in average. Therefore, minimizing the amount of DNS traffic in a network will result in effective utilization of the network. Moreover, DNS-based redirection has long response time when accessing contents. These disadvantages make considerable limitations for high-speed data communication.
Fig 3: DNS basic operation on resolving address www.example.com
Additionally, to reduce the response time for a particular client, there are three factors to be considered: (i) network delay, (ii) server processing time, and (iii) traffic density. Our research is aimed at minimizing the above three factors by proposing a router-based request redirection as a new method of request redirection.
Related work
Previous research has investigated the use and effectiveness of CDNs. Recent studies confirm that CDNs reduce average download response time, but that DNS redirection techniques add noticeable overhead because of DNS latencies. Most of these studies have been empirical ones, studying and evaluating response times on real CDNs [17] [18], effectiveness of DNS redirection [17] [18] [19] , server selection [20] [18], or server location [21] . Other papers and contributions have tried to model the behavior of CDNs using different techniques, but usually simplifying the nature of such systems and losing generality. These studies have focused mainly in two topics: server placement [22] or evaluation of response time. Different techniques have been used for the evaluation of the second parameter: linear time response of web servers [23] , water filling schema [24] and queuing theory [25] .
In this paper, the research works start from basic assumptions in queuing theory with M/M/1 queuing model, and introduces new features of router-based redirection in CDN that resemble a more realistic and general model. This way the impact on performance of important parameters such as the routing redirection probability, network delay, and response time can be studied. Moreover, it is worthwhile establishing some dependencies and relationships among these parameters, as empirical analytic results are always finite and cover only a limited variability range of the CDN parameters.
SERVICE-ORIENTED ROUTER (SoR) 3.1 SoR Background
Routers are the computing systems having a great processing power, and currently take a responsibility for packet transmission and converting protocol. Although routers have been central to the IP-based communication network, for a long time routers have not been involved aggressively in the application layer where users enjoy services. Tremendous amount of packet data acquired and transmitted by routers is unique and can be considered to make web services richer (with data based on actual traffic and with wider and deeper data coverage), while data provided by service provider is currently collected by just an end host.
Service-oriented Router (SoR) is proposed and introduced as a content-based semantic router [11] , a new router architecture that enables router to interact with services. It has capability to observe the traffic data stream, inspect the packet payload as well as packet headers, and stores the designated data in the associated database. SoR use a new query language SSRQL (semantic switch router query language) to operate massive traffic data stream so that application programmers can access to the database to develop a new services in a data-oriented Web2.0 world where data includes text, image, video, information of geographic location and commercial products is generated by both service providers and users. SSRQL is an extension of SQL and XML language which defines the SoR specific functionalities beside standard SQL statements.
SoR is designed to become a service-friendly router which provide unique data based on actual traffic data stream to enrich services. Router is no longer just a routing hardware that transmits data and coverts protocols, but becomes a semantic router that inspect traffic data stream including packet payloads and provides functionalities in the application later to servers, clients, and neighboring routers.
The high-level design and concept of SoR are described as follows: i) while conventional routers are dealing with IP protocols, SoR deals with content in the packet payload. With richer information to determine routing table, SoR improves the efficiency and controllability of internet traffic. SoR is involved in application of P2P and overlay network by providing topology (related to information and application) in order to support fast and efficient routing; ii) seamless integration of IP-based routing and content based routing enables application programmers to create new services; iii) SoR organize a large scale distributed database among neighbor routers to improve quality of search result.
The basic form of high-level design of SoR described in two aspects: 1) massive data processing, SoR having capability of deep packet inspection (DPI) including packet header and payload, therefore the database associated with the SoR need massive data processing capability; 2) privacy issue, since database of SoR is accessible by application programmers and service providers, privacy protection scheme is indispensable. Only authentic user can access to SoR through API authentication.
Implementation of SoR
Previous research has been investigated related to the implementation of SoR in both analytical simulations and real practical network experiments.
One of implementation of SoR is "NEGI", a software based simulator, is created as the implementation of SoR with basic
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functionalities [26] . NEGI is a packet analyzer which analyzes data streams and compares packet streams using regular expressions. Another functionalities of the SoR is the capability to analyze packet streams and store the frequency value of accessing websites and pdf files [27] . Such information can be used to provide recommendations for web sites and pdf files for clients. In addition, hardware architecture for supporting high-speed database insertion for SoR is proposed in order to make SoR has capability to handle a gigabit-speed packet transmitted in future internet [28] . In addition, it is possible to put an intelligent capability inside SoR such as Bayesian network [29, 30] or other AI tools.
SoR has been proposed as a router-core in redirection mechanism in CDN [31] . Furthermore, this paper proposed a further discussion about router-based redirection in CDN using SoR as a core-router with modelling investigation and test bed experiment. 
REQUEST REDIRECTION 4.1 Router-based redirection
We designed and modeled a router-based request redirection using SoR as core-router. Based on the functions of SoR described in section 3, a SoR model is designed where SoR has capability to redirect request form clients to the best server with minimum cost (server loads, network delay, server processing time, etc.). In this model, the following factors are considered: for a given workload (mean of service time, and network delay), an expression of redirection probability is derived to minimize the response time so that SoR redirect request to the best server. Next, the average response time including service rate is computed and network delay. Then, a systematic performance analysis is performed to estimate the optimal redirection probability α * predict the expected average response time of request under varying parameters: server loads, network delay, and service rate of SoRs. Figure 5 illustrates the system model for CDN with routerbased redirection. Packet streams request come from cluster client i to a particular destination surrogate server j through SoR i, which both of its header and payload is analyzed. Since SoRs communicate between each other as well as communicate with servers, SoR are aware of the best destination to forward the packet requests. (communication mechanism between SoR-SoR and SoR-Server is not discussed in this paper). We modeled the system as a M/M/1 queuing model, where request packet-arrivals from client is a Poisson process with rate  and by an exponential distribution service time . We consider a redirection algorithm in which a request is redirected to the best server with probability . In this case, a probabilistic redirection is considered. We also denote R as a response time experienced by packet sent from a particular client, and E[T] as the expected response time for servicing a request in the system. In addition, D is denoted as a one-way end-to-end network latency between nodes. For the general case of a system of n SoRs, and n servers, let us denote A = { , …, , …, } as a matrix of request redirection probability from SoR to surrogate servers, = { , …, } as the vector of total average of system response time for a particular request, = { , …, } as the vector of system response time in a particular node, and E[D] = {d 12 , …, d ij , …, d nm } as matrix of network delay from node i to j. Furthermore, Γ = { , …, } is denoted as a vector of total input of request arrival rates in to the system, L = {λ 1 , …, λ n } is denoted as a vector of packet arrival rates at particular node, as the service rate in SoR, as the service rate in surrogate server.
Theorem 1.
The expected response time in the system using a redirection policy A is given by:   (6) Refer to figure 1, the system is consist of SoRs and Surrogate Servers, (6) can be rewritten as:
Let client i sent a packet request with arrival rate . According to figure 1, arrival rate in SoR is equal with arrival rate generated from client i, . Let is a redirection probability from SoR i to surrogate j. Since every packet is analyzed in SoR, and then it takes decision to redirect to the best surrogate server, then arrival rate in surrogate server is depend on the probability such that . Equation (7) can be rewritten as:
Next, consider a one way latency when transmitting packet request from client i to SoR i by and from SoR i to surrogate server j by such that the latency from client to surrogate can be written as
From (8) and (9), the total response time given by
from equation (9), let as a vector of for i,j = 1, …, n yields equation (3). In addition, equation (8) , let as a vector of for i = 1, …, n yields equation (2), and finally from equation (10) , let as a vector of for i = 1, …, n yields equation (1) . ■ From equation (1), the optimal redirection probability is computed so that it minimize the response time over all requests. In particular, let A* = { , …, , …, } denote the matrix of optimal request redirection probability. The optimal redirection probability A are given by differentiating the equation (1) (11) decompose equation (11) and reduce variables without , the equations can be re-written as
To solve equation (12), for all , a set of simplifying assumptions is created to reduce the number of unknowns variables. First, it is clear that . Second, assumed that, all surrogate server have equal service rate. Third, if * . When considering 2 surrogate server with different . Fourth, if * , subject to redirect request to the shortest distance. Under steady state conditions, no requests will be dispatched from SoRs to surrogate server with higher cost, where cost is defined as a joint delay of surrogate server service rate and network delay.
The optimal redirection probability * can be used to predict the average response time for system with router-based redirection. The equation is given by
DNS-based redirection
To compare the performance result of the system, a CDN with DNS-based request redirection is considered. Figure 6 illustrates the system model for CDN with DNS-based redirection. Requests come from client i, (or cluster client i) to particular destination surrogate server j, through router i. Each of packet sent from client, will be sent to local DNS to find the destination with the best location. The system modeled as a M/M/1 queuing model, where request arrivals from client is a Poisson process with rate  and by an exponential distribution service time . 
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We consider a redirection algorithm in which a request is redirected to a nearest surrogate with probability . Similar with SoR system, E[T] is also denoted as the expected response time for servicing a request in the system. In addition, D is denoted as the delay. For the general case of a system of CDN with n surrogates, let us denote A = { , …, , …, } as a matrix of request redirection probability from SoR to surrogate server, = { , …, } as the vector of system mean response time, and D = {d 12 , …, d ij , …, d nm } as a matrix of network delay from node i to node j, L = {λ 1 , …, λ n } as a vector of request arrival rates at client, as the service rate in router, as the service rate in DNS server, as the service rate in surrogate server.
Theorem 2.
The expected response time for the system of DNS-based redirection policy in CDN, depicted in figure 6 , using a redirection policy A is given by:
and 12 []
Proof: Different with theorem 1, the total response time is composed of 4 durations: (i) response time in router, (ii) response time DNS, (iii) response time in surrogate server (SS), and (iii) network delay from client to router, router to DNS and from router to surrogate server. Design architecture depicted on figure 6, considered as a queuing networks with tandem servers with M/M/1 queuing model. The system is consist of routers, DNS servers, and surrogate servers. Similarly with proof explanation in theorem 1, and refer to Jackson network with M/M/1 queuing networks, system response time is given by:
Let client i sent a packet request with arrival rate . According to figure 6, arrival rate in router is equal with arrival rate generated from client i, . Let is a redirection probability from router i to DNS server (root, low-level DNS, or high-level DNS), is a redirection probability from router i to surrogate j. DNS server gives the appropriate destination of address so that the client's request is redirected to the best surrogate server. According to this condition, arrival rate in surrogate server is depend on the probability such that . Equation (17) can be rewritten as:
Next, consider a one way latency when transmitting packet request from client i to router i by , from router i to DNS server by ,and from router i to surrogate server j by such that the latency from client to surrogate can be written as
From (18) and (19), the total response time, can be written as
from equation (19) , let as a vector of for i,j = 1, …, n yields equation (16) . In addition, equation (18) , let as a vector of for i = 1, …, n yields equation (15) , and finally from equation (20) , let as a vector of for i = 1, …, n yields equation (14) . ■ From equation (14), the optimal redirection probability that minimize the response time over all requests can be calculated. In particular, let A* = { , …, , …, } denote the matrix of optimal request redirection probability. The optimal redirection probability A are given by differentiating the equation (1) 
decompose equation (21) and reduce variables without , the equations can be re-written as
to solve equation (22), for all , a set of simplifying assumptions is created to reduce the number of unknowns variables. First, it is clear that . Second, all surrogate servers are assumed have equal service rate. Third, if * . When considering 2 surrogate server with different . Fourth, ifrequest to the shortest distance. Under steady state conditions, no requests will be dispatched from router to surrogate server with higher cost, where cost is defined as a joint delay of surrogate server service rate and network delay.
The optimal redirection probability * can be used to predict the average response time for system with DNS-based redirection. The equation is given by
Equation (23) follows from equation (14) and by using the optimal redirection probability from equation (22).
Numerical Analysis
In this section, the router-side redirection method is provided with its performance result on reduction of the total response time. Then, the effect of the key performance factor that affect the total delay is studied and analyzed. Consider a system consist of 1 client, 
since , equation (24) can be rewritten as 
Equation (25) are solved according to equation (12) to obtain the optimal redirection probability. We refer to the term * as the optimal redirection probability from SoR to the default surrogate server, and * is the redirection probability to other surrogate server. Then, according to the equation (13), the response time of the router-based redirection system is given by 
The same way is applied to calculate the response time of the DNS-based redirection system. Consider a system refer to figure 2 consist of 2 clients, 2 routers, 1 DNS server, and 2 surrogate servers. We assume a network delay between of client and router (d1), router and DNS server, router and first surrogate server (d3), router and second surrogate server (d4).
Similar with router-based redirection system, given and which satisfies and denote * * . The response time is computed based on theorem 2 
Equation (27) are solved according to equation (22) to obtain the optimal redirection probability. We refer to the term * as the optimal redirection probability from SoR to the default surrogate server, and * is the redirection probability to other surrogate server. Then, according to the equation (23), the response time of the router-based redirection system is given by:
ANALYTICAL SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 5.1 Redirection probability and Response time
Based on the theorems and equations given in section VI, an experiment is conducted to simulate the aforementioned theorems. We use default values as follow: the average of network delay between client, , and router or SoR (measured in one cluster of PlanetLab network testing environment), is 0.5 ms. Average delay from SoR/router to DNS server, , is 30 ms, taken by using DNS take records [9] . Network delay between SoR/router to surrogate server, , is 36 ms [5] . Packet size is 1500 bytes. Service rates for routers, SoRs, DNS servers, and Surrogate servers are listed in table 1. We set router's service rate is 10 Mbps. Since SoR has additional functions compared to a regular router, SoR's processing time might be longer than regular router. Therefore, SoR's service rate is set as 50% of regular router, or two times slower. DNS server' service rate is set as equal as a regular router. In this experiments, the evidence that router-based redirection is able to decrease the user-perceived response time and total delay is provided. The response time of router-based redirection using equation (13) is calculated and compared to the response time of DNS-based redirection, using equation (23) . Two surrogate servers are given that have the same contents and loads. Surrogate server#1 placed with fix network delay (36 ms) from SoR or Router. Surrogate server#2 placed dynamically from 0 to 250 ms delay. Figure (7) shows response time as a function of the network delay of surrogate server for different system loads .
For the given surrogate server loads; , , and , improvements of routing redirections are achieved by router-based redirection compared with DNS-based redirection. The differences of response time between routerbased redirection and DNS-based redirection is 11 to 14 ms.
Fig 7: Total response time based on the delay between router or SoR to server
For loads and , when network delay of surrogate server#2 less than 75ms ( ms), most of request is redirected to nearest surrogate server. Based on the redirection probability given calculated by equation (11) and (21) , that given in figure 8 , the server's destination could be Surrogate server#1 or Surrogate Server#2. For network delay of surrogate server#2 more than 75 ms, the redirection cost exceeds the processing time such that all requests are served by surrogate server#1, as the nearest destination. Based on the experiment result in figure 7 , the cause of higher response time of DNS-based redirection policy is generally because of network delay between router and DNS-server.
As explained in section 3, in router-based redirection method is able to redirect the client's requests from the router (SoR) itself, while in DNS-based redirection method, requests have to wait until DNS-server resolve the appropriate destination server. That phenomenon literally slow down the DNS-based redirection method compared to the router-based redirection method.
DISCUSSION
We validate the analytical model of Section 3 and system performance result in section 4 for both response time and redirection probabilities. In particular, the router-based and DNS-based redirection is compared for total response times with two servers. For the model, Equations (1) and (13) as well as Equation (14) and (23) are used with Mbps and Mbps. Figure 7 compares the average of response time of the model regarding to the implementation of CDN with two servers. The figure indicates that the model matches the measured response time for , of each servers. With this server load, our M/M/1 model give the analytical measurement the theory of Jackson networks in queuing networks [14] , that described the system in steady state situation. Next, the model with the two implemented redirection policies are compared: (1) router-based request redirection, and (2) DNS-based request redirection. In the router-based redirection method, the service-rate of SoR is set to be 50% of regular router service rate in DNS-based redirection. The result indicate that for any given server loads, the differences of response time of router-based and DNSbased redirection are always same, that is from 11 ms to 14 ms. With this result, in steady state situation the weakness of DNSbased redirection is because of the network delay. The packet stream request should travel from client to the DNS-server and travel back to the client until finally it sent to the proper destination. In router-based redirection, the packet stream sent directly to the proper destination, and it reduce the response time.
Figures 8 is the redirection probability as a function of the server's network delay. Based on equation (11) and (21), the values of redirection probability calculated from the routerbased and DNS-based redirection are equal. The values are equal because of the request redirection method is bases upon optimal values predicted by the model on the range or delay between router/SoR to the destination server. Since the redirection value is the function of the server's network delay, any loads changes within all network nodes will not affect the value of redirection probability.
CONCLUSION
CDNs deal with a communication process where network latency and server capacity are decisive parameters in the response time perceived by the user, as well as the system's client redirection capability to match each client with a suitable nearest servers. Performance studies have been made in our research both in empirical and analytical approaches. We introduced a Service-oriented Router (SoR) as an alternative of core router to improve CDN architecture with embedding more functional routers. We modeled an M/M/1 queuing system in steady state environment. The experiment result shows that with 50% times service rate of SoR compare to regular router, and optimal redirection probability between two servers, the reduction of response time of router-based redirection using SoR is achieved by 11 to 14 ms or 23.3% compared to DNSbased redirection.
A further research is intended to do with different probabilityweight assignment policies for router-based redirection. Dynamically changing the probability are more desirable following with artificial intelligent such as Bayesian network or neural network. Complementary models of server migration mechanisms, content placement, and load balancing mechanisms are to be introduced in future work.
